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Office of the Secretary of State 
March Fong Eu 
1230 J Street 
Sacramento, California 9.5814 




For Hearing and Speech Impaired 
Only: 
(800) 833-8683 
TO ALL REGISTRARS OF VOTERS, OR COUNTY CLERKS, AND PROPONENT (8943) 
Pursuant to Section 3513 of the Elections Code, we transmit herewith a copy 
of the Title and Summary prepared by the Attorney General on a proposed 
Initiative Measure entitled: 
LEGISLATURE. ETHICS. REAPPORTIONMENT. 
INITIATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT AND STATUTE. 
Circulating and Filing Schedule 
1. Minimum number of signatures required ••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••• 595,485 
Cal. Const., Art. II, Sec. 8(b). 
2. Official Summary Date ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Wednesday, 08/02/89 
Elec. C., Sec. 3513. 
3. Petition Sections: 
a. First day Proponent can circulate Sections for 
signatures •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Wednesday, 08/02/89 
Elec. C., Sec. 3513. 
b. Last day Proponent can circulate and file with 
the county. All Sections are to be filed at 
the same time within each 
county ••••...•.••••...••••••......•..•••...••.•.•... Tuesday, 01/02/90*+ 
Elec. C., Secs. 3513, 3520(a). 
c. Last day for county to determine total number 
of signatures affixed to petition and to 
transmit total to the Secretary of State •••••••••••••• Tuesday, 01/09/90 
(If the Proponent files the petition with the county on a date prior to 
01/02/90, the county has five working days from the filing of the petition 
to determine the total number of signatures affixed to the petition and to 
transmit the total to the Secretary of State.) Elec. C., Sec. 3520(b). 
* Date adjusted for official deadline which falls on a Saturday. Elec. C., Sec. 60. 
+ PLEASE NOTE: To the Proponent who may wish to qualify for the June 5, 1990 
Primary Election. The law allows approximately 85 days for county election 
officials to check and report petition signatures and transmit results. 
The law also requires that this process be completed 131 days before the 
election in which the people will vote on the initiative. It is possible 
that the county may not need precisely 85 days. But if you want to be sure 
that this initiative qualifies for the June 5, 1990 Primary Election, you 
should file this petition with the county before October 17, 1989. 
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d. Secretary of State determines whether the total 
number of signatures filed with all county clerks 
meets the minimum number of required signatures, 
and notifies the counties ••••••••••••••••••••••••• Thursday, 01/18/90** 
e. Last day for county to determine total number of 
qualified voters who signed the petition, and to 
transmit certificate with a blank copy of the 
petition to the Secretary of State •••••••••••••••••• Thursday, 02/08/90 
(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to 
determine the number of qualified voters who 
signed the petition on a date other than 01/09/90 
the last day is not later than the fifteenth working 
day after the county's receipt of notification.) 
Elec. C., Sec. 3520(d), (e). 
f. If the 'signature count is more than 655,033 or 
less than 565,711, then the Secretary of State 
certifies the petition has qualified or failed, 
and notifies the counties. If the signature 
count is between 565,711 and 655,033 inclusive, 
then the Secretary of State notifies the 
counties using the random sampling technique 
to determine the validity of all signatures ••••••••• Sunday, 02/18/90** 
g. Last day for county to determine actual number 
of all qualified voters who signed the petition, 
and to transmit certificate with a blank copy of 
the petition to the Secretary of State •••••••••••••••• Monday, 04/02/90 
(If the Secretary of state notifies the county to 
determine the number of qualified voters who have 
signed the petition on a date other than 
02/08/90, the last day is not later than the 
thirtieth working day after county's receipt of 
notification.) 
Elec. C., Sec. 3521(b), (c). 
h. Secretary of State certifies whether the petition has 
been signed by the number of qualified voters required 
to declare the petition sufficient •••••••••••••••••••• Friday, 04/06/90 
**Date varies based on receipt of county certification. 
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4. The Proponent of the above named measure is: 
Gary J. Flynn 
1120 Nye Street, Suite 330 
San Rafael, California 94901 
(415) 334-3042 
5. Important Points: 
(a) Please refer to Elections Code sections 44, 3501, 3507, 3508, 3517, and 
3519 for appropriate format and type considerations in printing, 
typing, and otherwise preparing your initiative petition for cir-
culation and sig~atures. Please send us a copy of the petition after 
you have it printed. This copy is not for our review or approval, but 
to supplement our file in this matter. 
(b) Your attention is directed to the campaign disclosure requirements of 
the Political Reform Act of 1974, Government Code section 81000 et seq. 
(c) When writing or calling state or county elections officials, provide 
the official title of the initiative which was prepared by the Attorney 
General. Use of this title will assist elections officials in 
referencing the proper file. 
(d) When a petition is presented to the county elections official for 
filing by someone other than the proponent, the required authorization 
shall include the name or names of the persons filing the petition. 
(e) When filing the petition with the county elections official, please 
provide a blank petition for elections official use. 
Sincerely, 
c:::;'I~ DRB=zf~ 
Assistant to the Secretary of State 
Elections and Political Reform 
Attachment: POLITICAL REFORM ACT OF 1974 REQUIREMENTS 
Date: 
File No.: 
August 2, 1989 
SA 89 RF 0018 
The Attorney General of California has prepared the following 
title and summary of the chief purpose and points of the proposed 
measure: 
LEGISLATURE. ETHICS. REAPPORTIONMENT. INITIATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT AND STATUTE. Amends state constitutional provisions 
governing redistricting procedures and criteria for Senate, Assembly 
and Congressional offices. Redistricting plan requires two-thirds 
vote of each house, approval by voters. Reschedules elections for 
all senatorial offices to second, sixth, tenth years following 
national census. Amends constitution to create Joint Legislative 
Ethics Committee, directs Legislature establish ethical standards. 
Amends and adds statutes to: prohibit participation in legislation 
when legislator has personal interest; require legislators report 
gifts, honoraria of $50 or more; prohibit receipt of gifts from 
sources employing lobbyists; prohibit lobbying by former legislators 
for one year. Summary of estimate by Legislative Analyst and 
Director of Finance of fiscal impact on state and local governments: 
The limit on legislative spending for reapportionment could reduce 
state costs by several millions of dollars each decade; such savings 
could be all or partially offset by the increased state costs of 
submitting reapportionment measures to the voters and the costs of 
possible subsequent reapportionment by the courts. The net impact on 
state finances is unknown. The costs of implementing the requirements 
for legislative ethics are also unknown. 
JOHN K. VAN DE KAMP 
Attorney General 
August 2, 1989 
Honorable March Fong Eu 
Secretary of State 
1230 J Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
State of California 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
1515 K STREET, SUITE 511 





..... office of ,... Secretary ., ... 
01 ...... at Califafnkl 
AUG - 21989 
Dear Mrs. Eu: IlARCH~SecretaJy ~A 
Initiative Title and Summary By /  
Subject: LEGISLATURE. ETHICS. REAPPORTIONMENT. 
INITIATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT 
AND STATUTE. 
Our File No. SA 89 RF 0018 
Pursuant to the provisions of s~ctions 3503 and 3513 of the 
Elections Code, you are hereby notified that on this day we 
mailed to the proponent of the above-identified proposed 
initiative our title and summary. 
Enclosed is a copy of our transmittal letter to the proponent, a 
copy of our title and summary, a declaration of mailing thereof, 
and a copy of the proposed measure. 
According to information available in our records, the name and 
address of the proponent is as stated on the declaration of 
mailing. 
Very truly yours, 
JOHN K. VAN DE KAMP 
Attorney Gen~ral 
~)A-S~ .4.&. 
~ Initiative Coordinator 
MW:ckm 
Enclosures 
CITIZENS FOR LEGISLATIVE ETHICS 
GARY]. FLYNN, PROPONENT sqgq R.F 00 If 
" ' II,u\'l'V Ilarl,'\\'l' Iluk,Hi 
C.lmpaign Coordinator 
July 31, 19~:~< ¢~c..EI V t'D 
J,'rry Lub,'now 
Press Secretary HANP PELIVERED 
norolhy Vllk~kh The Honorable John Van de 
c.ras~r".o's Coordiniltor Attorney General for the 
Kamp 'JUl 3 1 1989 
1.(,71,,(, Wt'stinl' state of California 
Legal Cuunsl'l 1515 K Street, suite 664 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
Attn: Mary Whitcomb 
" 
."\ ~.; .I~.' ..... , . 
. ~~"', " 
INITIATIVE COORDINATOR 
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE 
.. . .. .. . ... 
Re: Initiative Titled "Legislature. Reapportionment. 
Initiative Constitutional Amendment and Statute." 
: .••. ,~. 1'1 
Dear Attorney General Van de Kamp: 
.:'1:' . 
: ... 
Please find enclosed a draft initiative petition,known 
as the "Legislative Ethics Enforcement Initiative of 1990." 
The proponent is Gary J. Flynn, 1120 Nye Street, suite 330, 
San Rafael, California 94901. It is submitted for Title and 
Summary. Also enclosed, please find the $200 filing fee. 
This draft petition makes minor technical changes to a 
draft initiative petition which was submitted by me on 
June 9, 1989 and received a Title and Summary on July 18, 
1989. The previo~~ly submitted petition was found to 
contain the follpW'ihg technical errors. In SUbsection 
7(i) (3) on page 1n the word "practical" was inserted in 
place of "practicable~'" in SUbsections 7(i) (5), (7) and (8) 
on pages 10-11 the term "subdivisions" was misplaced, in 
SUbsection 7(n) on page 12 the word "supersede" was 
misspelled, in SUbsection 15(a) on page 22 the word "publicI! 
was misspelled, and in SUbsection 21(e) on page 30 the word 
"the" was improperly inserted between the words "in" and 
"which." Enclosed herewith for convenient comparison are 
copies of the pertinent pages of the June 9 initiative with 
the foregoing changes overlaid by hand. 
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact 




Very truly yours, 
., ),~. 
~" t L,r---, • I _....... "-Gary J. Flynn 
1110 0!)'~ Street, Suit~ 330, San Rafael, California 94901 • (415) 334-30-12 
THE LEGISLATIVE ETHICS ENfORCEMENT INITIATIVE OF 1990 
submitted by Gary J. Flynn 
INITIATIVE MEASURE TO BE SUBMITTED DIRECTLY TO THE VOTERS 
The Attorney General of California has prepared the 
following title and summary of the chief purpose and points of 
the proposed measure: 
(Here set forth the title and summary prepared by the 
Attorney General. The title and summary must also be printed 
across the top of each page of the petition whereon signatures 
are to appear.) 
TO THE HONORABLE SECRETARY OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
We, the undersigned, registered, qualified voters of 
California, residents of County (or City and county), 
hereby propose amendments to the Constitution of California and 
the Government Code, relating to legislative ethics enforcement, 
and petition the Secretary of state to submit the same to voters 
of California for their adoption or rejection at the next 
succeeding general election or at any special statewide election 
held prior to that general election or otherwise provided by law. 





SECTION 1. This initiative shall be known and may be cited as 




SECTION 2. The people ot the State ot Calitornia tind and 
declare as follows: 
(a) The people are entitled to honest, tair and responsive 
representation trom members ot the Leqislature. There is a 
widespread and growinq perception on the part of the people that 
many state leqislators, who should be role models ot inteqrity, 
are not adhering to proper standards ot legislative ethics. 
Public cynicism with respect to the integrity of the Legislature 
is increased by the perception that many legislators, rather than 
serving the public interest, serve the seltish personal interests 
of themselves, their friends and their political allies by 
receiving expensive gifts, honoraria, and offers ot future 
employment from special interests, by establishing elective 
districts that have no purpose except personal or partisan 
advantage, and by looking the other way when other legislators 
behave unethically. such perceptions undermine the people's 
trust in government.· 
(b) The Legislature has enacted laws which govern the 
conduct of the people of California, but has not enacted laws 
which effectively govern ethical misconduct by its own members. 
Existing law is grossly inadequate in the following respects: 
(1) It permits legislators to supplement their income 
by receiving gifts and honoraria from persons or 
groups with interests before the Legislature. The 
receipt of such gifts and honoraria may improperly 
influence governmental decision-making and does, 
in any event, create the appearance of improper 
influence. 
(2) It allows legislators to reap direct financial 
benefits by granting favors to special interests 
and then leaving office to work immediately 
thereafter as lobbyists for the very same special 
interests. 
(3) It does not provide adequate public disclosure 
with respect to legislative ethics, with the 
result that ethical violations go undetected and 
escape public notice. 
(4) It fails to establish an effective mechanism for 
enforcing legislative ethics or punishing 
violations of legislative ethics. Instead, 
existing law permits complaints against 
legislators to be summarily dismissed without 
pUblic explanation or accountability. 
(5) It allows legislators to implement a state 




in decade-long public employment for the great 
majority of incumbent legislators -- from both 
political parties -- by virtue of seats which are 
immune from effective competition at general 
elections. This exercise in legislative self-
interest has been accomplished, in part, by the 
inordinate use of publio funds and has been 
insulated from judicial remedy by delaying the 
enactment of redistricting statutes until shortly 
before elections. 
(6) It likewise allows legislators to implement, at 
excessive publio expense and insulated from 
judicial remedy, a congressional redistricting 
process that enables legislators to design new 
seats for which they are the most advantaged 
candidates and to establish districts to benefit 
political allies in the expectation of future 
favors. 
(7) It allows legislators to engage in legislative 
activities as to which they have a conflict of· 
interest. 
(c) Because the Legislature has not solved the foregoing 
problems within existing laws, the people must assert by 





SECTION 3. The people enact this initiative to enforce 
legislative ethics and thereby to safeguard the peopl8's right to 
fair and responsive representation by: 
(a) strengthening the Joint Legislative.Ethics committee 
with respect to the detection, public disclosure, and punishment 
of legislative ethics violations and with respect to other 
aspects of legislative ethics enforcement. 
(b) Establishing a Code of Legislative Ethics that contains 
new and stricter rules of conduct, including: 
(1) Restricting legislators from voting on 
redistricting statutes in their own partisan and 
personal interest or in expectation of personal or 
political favors by changing state Senate terms to 
avoid redistricting abuses, establishing detailed 
Constitutional criteria for elective districts, 
restricting nonessential expenditures for 
redistricting, providing for an automatic 
referendum on any redistricting statute, imposing 
a requirement that a redistricting bill pass by a 
super-majority and requiring that redistricting 
statutes be enacted promptly; 
(2) Prohibiting legislators from accepting gifts and 
honoraria from persons and their agents with 
matters before the Legislature; 
(3) prohibiting legislators from influencing 
legislative and administrative action for pay for 
one year after leaving the Legislature; 
(4) Prohibiting legislators from voting on matters as 
to which they have a conflict of interest. 
(c) Imposing new public disclosure requirements with 
respect to the receipt of gifts and honoraria, redistricting 
activities, lobbying by former members, ethics complaints and 




SECTION 4. Article IV, sectioD 2 of the California Constitution 
is amended to read as follows: 
SEC. 2. 
(a) The Senate has a membership of 40 senators elected for 
terms as specified in Article XXI A 4-y8a~ te~a, 20 to begin 
eve~y 2 yeara. The Assembly has a membership of 80 members 
elected for 2-year terms. Thei~ The terms of Senators and 
members of the Assembly shall commence OD the first Monday in 
December next fo11owinq their election. 
(b) Election of members of the Assembly shall be OD the 
first Tuesday after the first Monday in November of even-numbered 
years unless otherwise prescribed by the Leqis1ature. Senators 
shall be elected at the same time and places as members of the 
Assembly. 
(c) A person is ine1iqible to be a member of the 
Leqis1ature unless the person is an elector and has been a 
resident of the 1eqis1ative district for one year, and a citizen 
of the united states and a resident of California for 3 years, 
immediately precedinq the election. 
(d) When a vacancy occurs in the Leqislature the Governor 




SECTION 5. section 5 of Article IV of the California 
Constitution is amended to read as follows: 
SEC. 5. 
1Al Each house shall judge the qualifications and elections 
of its members and, by rollcall vote entered in the journal, two-
thirds of the membership concurring, may expel a member. 
JRl The Legislature shall enact laws to establish ethical 
standards of conduct for members of the Leqislature and to 
prohibit members of the Legislature from engaging in activities 
or having interests which conflict with the proper discharge of 
their duties and responsibilities; provided that the people 
reserve to themselves the power to implement this requirement 
pursuant to section ~·8 of thia a~tigl. Article II. 
~ There shall be established within the Leqislature a 
Joint Leqislative Ethics Committee to establish. monitor. 
pUblicize and enforce standards of leqislative ethics for members 
of the Leqislature and compliance with such standards. 
Initiative statutes implementinq the requirements of this section 
shall supersede inconsistent rules of proceedinqs adopted 
pursuant to section 7 of this Article and may provide for methods 
of enforcement by leqislative committees. 
~ Notwithstandinq the provisions of Article IV. section 
11. the Joint Leqislative Ethics Committee shall consist of four 
members of the senate and four members of the Assembly. Of the 
four members from each house. two shall be selected by a majority 
vote of the caucus of the political party havinq the larqest 
number of members in that house and two shall be selected by a 
majority vote of the caucus of the political party havinq the 




SECTION 6. Article XXI of the California constitution, as 
adopted June 3, 19S0, is amended to read as follows: 
In the year followinq a year in which the national census is 
taken under the direction of Congress at the beqinning of each 
decade, the Legislature shall adjust the boundary lines of ~ 
Qeaatorial, A88embly, coaqre88io~al aa4 Board of Equalization 
districts in conformance with the following standards: 
Ca) Each member of the Qeaate, A88embly, Coaqre88 aa4 Board 
of Equalization shall be elected from a single-member district. 
Cb) The population of all districts of a partioular type 
shall be reasonably equal. 
Cc) Every district shall be contiguous. 
Cd) Districts of eaoh type shall be numbered consecutively 
commencing at the northern boundary of the state and ending at 
the southern boundary. 
Ce> The geographical integrity of any city, county, or city 
and county, or of any geoqraphical region shall be respected to 
the extent possible without violating the requirements of any 




SECTION 7. Article XXI A of the California constitution is added 
to read as follows: 
Ca, At the end ot the year following the year in which the 
national census is taken under the direction of the Congress at 
the beginning of each decade, the statutes establishing the 
boundary lines for the Senate, Assembly and congressional 
districts shall be ot no turther force and ettect. 
(b) In the year following the year in which the said 
national census is taken, the Legislature shall enact new 
statutes to establish the boundary lines of the Senate, Assembly, 
and congressional districts tor the following ten years. 
(c) The Joint Legislative Ethics committee established 
pursuant to section 5 ot Article IV shall monitor and 
periodically report to the public on the process by which 
statutes establishing boundary lines tor Senate, Assembly and 
Congressional districts are enacted. 
Cd> The boundary lines for Senate, Assembly and 
Congressional districts shall be enacted in two statutes, one for 
the Senate and Assembly and one- for the united States Bouse of 
Representatives. No bill that establishes the boundaries of a 
Senatorial, Assembly, or congressional district shall have any 
"effect unless, by rollcall vote entered in the journal, two-
thirds of the membership of each house concurs. 
Ce> The author or authors of a bill to establish boundary 
lines for Senate, Assembly or congressional districts, or of any 
amendment other than a de minimis amendment to such a bill, shall 
publicly file with the Joint Legislative Ethics committee a copy 
of the bill and/or amendment and reasonably informative 
descriptions and maps of the boundaries of each proposed district 
not less than 10 days prior to final vote on the bill or amended 
bill in either house of the Legislature. The author or authors 
of any de minimis amendment to such a bill shall publicly file a 
copy of the amendment with the committee not less than two days 
prior to final vote on the bill as amended in either house of the 
Legislature. No such bill or amendment shall have any effect 
unless so filed. 
(f) No bill establishing boundary lines for Senate, 
Assembly and/or congressional districts shall have any effect 
unless passed by both the Senate and the Assembly prior to 
July 15 of the year following the year in which the said national 
census is taken. 
(g) No bill establishing boundary lines for Senate, 
Assembly and/or congressional districts shall have any effect if 




(h) The Secretary of state shall automatically submit each 
statute establishing Senate, Assembly and/or congressional 
districts toa vote of the electors at the next scheduled 
statewide election. The measure shall be submitted in the same 
manner as a referendum as provided in Article II, section 9, but 
the effect of the statute shall not be delayed from going into 
effect prior to the referendum vote of the electors. 
(i) Each statute establishing boundary lines for Senate, 
Assembly or congressional districts shall conform to the 
following objectives and standards: 
(1) Each such statute, bill or amendment shall provide 
fair representation for all people of the state 
and shall be drawn to meet the requirements of the 
United states constitution and federal statutes. 
(2) Each Senate district shall be composed of two 
adjacent Assembly districts. 
(3) Districts shall be single member. state 
legislative districts shall not vary in population 
by more than one percent. Congressional districts 
shall have populations which are as nearly equal 
as practicable. 
(4) Districts shall respect regional boundaries. No 
district may cross the following common county 
boundaries: Del Norte and Siskiyou, Humboldt and 
Siskiyou, Humboldt and Trinity, Mendocino and 
Trinity, Mendocino and Tehama, Mendocino and 
Glenn, Lake and Glenn, Contra Costa and 
Sacramento, contra Costa and San Joaquin, Alameda 
and San Joaquin, Alameda and stanislaus, 
Santa Clara and San Joaquin, santa Clara and 
stanislaus, Santa Clara and Merced, santa Clara 
and San Benito, Santa Clara and Santa Cruz, 
San Mateo and Santa Cruz, San Benito and Merced, 
San Benito and Fresno, Monterey and Fresno, 
Monterey and Kings, San Luis Obispo and Kings, 
San Luis Obispo and Kern, Santa Barbara and Kern, 
ventura and Kern. 
(5) Only one district of a type may cross the common 
boundary between two counties. No county may 
contain subdivisions of more than two districts. 
No district of a type shall contain subdivisions 
of more than two counties. 
(6) Districts shall be contiguous and compact. 
Populous adjacent territory shall not be bypassed 




district, Senate district and congressional 
district shall contain no les8 than 60 percent of 
the population contained in that polygon, bounded 
by only 8traight line., with the .hortest possible 
perimeter, drawn around that di8trict. The 
average of all these percentage., for all 
district8 of a type, 8hall not be less than 75 
percent. For purpo8e8 of computing the8e 
percentages, the total population of any unit of 
census geography shall be deemed within the 
polygon or district if that unit'8 geographic 
center falls within the di8trict or polygon. The 
islands off the coast of the state shall not be 
used for these calculations. 
(7) Districts shall minimize the division of cities. 
No city smaller than the size of a district shall 
contain subdivisions of more than two districts. 
No district may contain subdivisions of more than 
two cities. 
(8) Districts shall minimize the division of census 
tracts. No district of a type may contain 
subdivisions o·f more than four census tracts 
except to conform to city or county lines. 
(9) Districts shall not be drawn for the purpose of 
favoring any political party. 
(10) Districts shall not be drawn for the purpose of 
favoring any incumbent. 
(11) In the event the application of any of the above 
criteria shall cause a violation of the 
united states constitution or federal statutes, 
and there is no other way to conform to the 
criteria which would not cause such a violation, a 
court of competent jurisdiction may authorize 
deviations from the particular criteria, but no 
more than necessary to avoid said violation, and 
the remainder of the statute or plan shall be 
faithful to the particular criteria. 
(j) In the event statutes redistricting the Legislature 
and/or Congress are not enacted in compliance with subdivisions 
(d), (e), (f), (g), (h) and (i) of this Article, or the electors 
reject one or both statutes, any voter may commence a legal 
proceeding to establish the applicable legislative and/or 
congressional district boundaries in accordance with the 
objectives and standards set forth in this Article. The court 
may designate interim and/or decade-long district boundaries and 




plans. The court shall designate district boundaries that 
satisfy all federal constitutional and atatutory requirements and 
are most faithful to the objectives, standards and other 
requirements set forth in this Articl.. Th. designation of 
district boundaries that were in effect during the preceding 
decade, that have been approved by less than a two-thirds 
majority of the membership of each house of the Legislature or 
that were vetoed by the Governor are expressly disapproved except 
as an emergency remedy of last resort. 
(k) Elections shall be held for all Senate seats in the 
second, sixth and tenth years following the year in which a 
national census is taken. 
(1) The Legislature may not spend taxpayers' or other 
public monies for data or a system of computer hardware and/or 
software to perform redistricting unless said data or system is 
made equally accessible to every member of the Legislature. Any 
non-commercially available data, computer software or programs to 
perform redistricting purchased by the Legislature, including 
committees and party caucuses thereof, with taxpayers' or other 
public monies shall be made available for immediate purchase by 
members of the public at cost. 
(m) The amount of taxpayers' or other public monies 
expended by the Legislature for redistricting shall be no greater 
than one-half the amount of such monies expended by the 
Legislature, including committees and party caucuses thereof, to 
develop redistricting plans based on the 1980 decennial census, 
adjusted for changes in the cost of living, as determined by the 
Director of Finance. In computing that amount the Director of 
Finance shall include all expenditures for the collection and 
analysis of data and development of proposed and final plans as 
well as all other costs incurred by the Legislature for the 
purpose of devising and adopting redistricting plans. 
(n) Initiative statutes implementing the requirements of 
this Article shall supersede inconsistent rules of proceedings 
adopted pursuant to section 7 of Article IV and may provide for 




SECTION 8. Government Code section 8920 is amended to read as 
tollows: 
8920. (a' No Kember ot the Legislature, state elective or 
appointive officer, or judge or justice shall, while serving as 
such, have any interest, financial or otherwise, direct or 
indirect, or engage in any business or transaction or 
professional activity, or incur any obligation of any nature, 
which is in substantial conflict with tbe proper discbarge of his 
or ber duties in the public interest and bis or her 
responsibilities as prescribed in the laws of this state. 
(b) No Member of the Legislature shall do any of the 
following: 
(1) Accept other employment whicb be or she knows or 
has reason to know believe will either impair his 
independence of judgment as to his or her official 
duties or require him or her, or induce him or 
her, to disclose confidential information acquired 
by bim or her in the course of and by reason of 
bis or her official duties. 
(2) Willfully and knowingly disclose, for pecuniary 
gain, to any other person, confidential 
information acquired by him or her in the course 
of and by reason of his or her official duties or 
use any such information for the purpose of 
pecuniary gain. 
(3) Accept or agree to accept, or be in partnership 
with any person who accepts or agrees to accept, 
any employment, fee, or other thing of monetary 
value, or portion thereof, in consideration of his 
or her appearing, agreeing to appear, or taking 
any other action on behalf of another person 
before any state board or agency. 
This subdivision shall not be construed to 
prohibit a member who is an attorney at law from 
practicing in that capacity before any court or 
before the Workers' compensation Appeals Board and 
receiving compensation therefor. This subdivision 
shall not act to prohibit a member from acting as 
an advocate without compensation or making inquiry 
for information on behalf of a constituent before 
a state board or agency, or from engaging in 
activities on behalf of another which require 
purely ministerial acts by the board or agency and 
Which in no way require the board or agency to 
exercise any discretion, or from engaging in 




strictly on his or her own behalt. The 
prohibition contained in this subdivision shall 
not apply to a partnership or tirm ot which the 
Member ot the Legislature is a member it the 
Member ot the Legislature does not share directly 
or indirectly in the tee, less any expenses 
attributable to that tee, resulting trom the 
transaction. Whe p~ohi~ition oontained in this 
subdivision as it ~ead immediately p~io~ to 
~anuary 1, 1883, shall not apply in oonneotion 
with any .atte~ pendin9 ~efo~e any state ~oa~d o~ 
agenoy on o~ ~efo~e ~anuary 2, 18'7, if the 
affeoted Haabe~ of the La9islatu~e was an atto~ney 
of ~eoo~d o~ ~ep~esentative in the .atte~ p~io~ to 
~anua~y 2, 18'7. The p~ohi~ition oontained in 
this su~divi8ion, as .. aDded and ope~ative on 
~aDua~y 1, 1883, shall not apply to any aotivity 
of any Heabe~ in oonneotion with a .atte~ pandin9 
~efo~e any state ~oa~d o~ agenoy on ~anua~y 1, 
1983, whioh was not p~ohi~ited ~y this seotion 
p~io~ to that date, if the affeoted Keabe~ of the 
Le9islatu~e was an atto~ney of ~eoo~d o~ 
~ep~esentative in the .atte~ p~io~ to ~anua~y 1, 
1983. 
(4) Receive or agree to receive, directly or 
indirectly, any compensation, reward, or gift from 
any source except the state of California for any 
service, advice, assistance or other matter 
related to the legislative process, except gifts, 
honoraria and/or fees for any speeches. article, 
or published works on le9islative subjeots ~ 
subject relating to the governmental process and 
within the limitations established by sections 
85400 and 85401 and except, in connection 
therewith, payment or reimbursement ~ for actual 
travel expenses fo~ aetual expenditures for travel 
and reasonable subsistence for which no payment or 
reimbursement is made by the state of California. 
(5) Participate, by voting or any other action, on the 
floor of either house, in committee, or elsewhere, 
in the passage or defeat of any legislation in 
which he has a personal interest. , exeapt as 
follows: 
(i) Xf, on the vote for final passage ~y the 
house of whioh he is a .amber, of the 
legislation in whioh he has a personal 
interast, he first filas a state.ant (whioh 
shall ~e entered ver~ati. on the journal) 




late~e8t la t~e leg18latloa to ~e voted oa 
aad, aotwlt~8taad1ag t~at 1ate~e8t, ~e 18 
Able to aa8t a fa1~ aad 0~jeat1ve vote oa 
t~at leglalatloa, ~e aay aaat hia vote 
wlthoyt vlolatlag aBY p~ovlaloa of thla 
a~t1ale. 
(11) If t~e ae~e~ ~elleve8 t~at, ~eaaY8e of ~18 
pe~80Bal late~e8t, he 8~ou14 a~8tala f~o. 
part1G1pat1Bg la the vote OD the legi81atioa, 
he a~all 80 advi8e t~e p~e81diag offlae~ 
prior to t~e Go .. eBGe.eat of t~e vote aad 
ahall be eXGyaed fro. votiag OD the 
leg181atioD withoYt aay eDt~ OD the jOY~Dal 
of the faat of ~i8 p.~80Bal lDt.~.8t. In the 
event a rule of the house requirinq that each 
member who is present vote aye or nay is 
invoked, the presiding officer shall order 
the member excused from compliance and shall 
order entered on the journal a simple 
statement that the member was excused from 
voting on·the leqislation pursuant to law. 
The provisions of this section do not apply 
to persons who are members of the state civil 





SECTION 9. Government Code section 8921.1 i. added to read as 
follows: 
8921.1. Notwithstanding the provisions of section 8921, a 
member of the Legislature does not have an interest which is in 
substantial conflict with the proper discharge of his or her 
duties. in the public interest and of his or her responsibilities 
as prescribed in the laws of this state or a personal interest, 
arising from his or her vote or official action in connection 




SECTION 10. Government Code section 8923 is added to read as 
follows: 
8923. Every member of the Legislature required to file a 
statement pursuant to section 87202, 87203 or 87204 shall at the 
same time as required therein file a verified copy of such 




SECTION 11. Government Code section 8923.1 i. added to read as 
follows: 
8923.1. Every member of the Legislature who receives gifts 
or honoraria having an aggregate value of $50 dollars or more in 
a calendar year from a single source or payments or 
reimbursements for travel expenses and subsistence in connection 
with any speech, article or published work on any subject having 
an aggregate value of $50 or more in a calendar year from a 
single source shall report such gifts, honoraria, payments and 
reimbursements to the Joint Legislative Bthics Committee during 
the month following the calendar quarter in which they were 
received. The report of each gift, honorarium, payment and 
reimbursement shall include the information required by section 





SECTION 12. Government Code section 8923.2 is added to read as 
follows: 
8923.2. Ca) Every member of the Legislature upon leaving 
office shall be provided by the Joint Legislative Ethics 
Committee with a copy of section 87406 hereof. 
(b) At the beginning of each legislative session, the 
committee shall provide to each member of the Legislature a list 
of former members of the Legislature who left office within the 
preceding twelve months and who are therefore subject to section 
87406 hereof. Said list sball be revised by the committee and 
provided to each member of the Legislature no more than five days 
after the date on which any member leaves office to add the 
leaving member and not later than twelve months thereafter to 




SECTION 13. Government Code section 8'23.3 is added to read as 
follows: 
8'23.3 The author or authors of a bill establishinq 
boundary lines of Senate, Assembly or Conqressional districts, or 
of any amendment other than a de minimis amendment to such a 
bill, shall publicly file with the Joint Leqislative Ethics 
Committee a copy of the bill and/or amendment and reasonably 
intormative descriptions and maps ot the boundaries ot each 
proposed district not less than 10 days prior to tinal vote on 
the bill or amended bill in either house of the Leqislature. The 
author or authors of any de minimis amendment to such a bill 
shall publicly file a copy of the amendment with the committee 
not less than two days prior to tinal vote on the bill as amended 




SECTION 14. Government Code section 89'0 is amended to read as 
follows, 
8940. The Joint Legislative Ethics committe. is hereby 
created. From and after December " 1990, ~the committee shall 
consist of th~ee four Kembers of the Senate and th~ee tour 
Kembers of the Assembly who shall be selected in the manner 
provided herein. in the .anne~ p~ovided fo~ in the ~oint Rules 
of the senat. and Asseably. Of the th~.e four members appointed 
trom each house, two at l.ast one f~o •• aoh house shall be 
selected by a maiority vote of the caucus a .e~e~ of the 
political party having the largest number ot members in that 
house and two at least one f~o •• aoh house shall be selected by a 
maiority vote ot the caucus a •• ~.~ of the political party 
having the second largest number of members in that house. The 
committee shall elect its own chairman. Vacancies occurring in 
the membership of the committee shall ba filled in the same 
manner as the original appointment was made. in the .ann.r 
provid.d for in the Joint Rul.s of the ;.nat. and Ass.ably. A 
vaganoy shall ~. d •••• d to .xist as to any •• ab.~ of the 
gommitt.e whose t.ra is .xpiring wh.n.v.r such •• ~.r is not 




SECTION 15. Government Code section 8940.1 is added to read as 
follows: 
8940.1. The Joint Legislative Ethics Committe. shall, no 
later than fifteen calendar days after the commencement of each 
new legislative session: 
Ca) promulgate and publish standards of legislative ethics 
for members of the Legislature with respect to conflicts of 
interest, the redistricting requirements of California 
constitution Article XXI A, gifts, honoraria and such other 
ethical issues as the committee deems necessary to restore public 
confidence in the integrity of the Legislature; and 
(b) Conduct a seminar on legislative ethics and standards 




SECTION 16. Government Code section 8940.2 is added to read as 
follows: 
8940.2. The Joint Legislative Ethios committee shall 
publish and deliver to every legislator, no more than 20 days 
after tbe commencement of eacb new legislative session or in tbe 
event a legislator takes office after tbe commencement of a 
legislative session no more tban 20 days after the legislator 
takes office, a compendium of tbe following: 
(a) The standards of legislative ethics promulgated by the 
committee in accordance witb section 8940.01; and 
(b) copies of California constitution Article XXI A and all 
other constitutional and statutory provisions, both federal and 
state, which directly or indirectly impose ethical requirements 
upon legislators in the performance of their official duties. 
The compendium sball be known as the Code of Legislative 
Ethics. Not later than 40 days after receiving it, eacb 
legislator shall file withtbe Joint Legislative Ethics Committee 
a written statement signed under penalty of perjury attesting 




SECTION 17. Government Code section 8940.3 is added to read as 
follows: 
8940.3. The Joint Leqislative Bthics committee ahall, not 
later than the thirtieth day of September of each year, assemble 
and publish a written report of its activities durinq the fiscal 
year most recently ended, includinq, without limitation, a 
summary of complaints received charqing unethical conduct on the 
part of legislators, a summary of the disposition or current 
status of each such complaint, a list of ethical standards of 
conduct issued by the committee during the said fiscal year and a 
summary of advisory opinions prepared by the committee during the 
said fiscal year in accordance with section 8955. This report 





SECTION 18. Government Code section 8"0.4 is added to read as 
tollows: 
8'40.4. In the year tollowing the year in which the 
national census is taken under the direotion ot Congress at the 
beginning ot each decade, the Joint Legislative Ethics committee 
shall prepare, publish and make available to the public reports 
on the redistricting process established pursuant to 
Article XXI A ot the Calitornia constitution, as tollows: 
(a) No later than Karch 1 ot said year, the committee shall 
publish an informational report on the redistricting process 
which shall include, but not be limited to, a discussion as to 
the expected date ot availability ot census data trom the 
united states Bureau ot the Census, the antioipated schedule ot 
legislative and oommittee prooeedings on each redistricting bill, 
anticipated dates of public hearings on each such bill, and the 
anticipated process by which maps and descriptions of each 
proposed redistricting bill will be made available to the public 
by the commission. 
(b) On the first day of the months of April, Hay, June, 
July and August ot said year, the oommittee shall publish status 
reports on the redistricting process, which shall include the 
status of all pending redistricting bills and amendments thereto, 
the availability of maps and descriptions of distriots proposed 
by each such bill and/or amendment to the general public and 
anticipated committee and house hearing dates thereon. The 
purpose of these periodic reports will be to provide the public 
with an ongoing flow of information concerning the redistricting 
process. 
(c) The committee shall immediately make available for 
publio inspection, and shall provide copies to the public at cost 
and at the earliest practicable time of, all bills, amendments, 
descriptions and maps filed pursuant to Article XXI A, 
subdivision (e), of the California constitution. 
(d) No later than September 15 of said year, the committee 
shall publish a final report on the redistricting process which 
shall include, but not be limited to: i) an evaluation of the 
Legislature's oompliance with the provisions of Article XXI A of 
the California Constitution; ii) copies of all bills, amendments, 
descriptions and maps filed pursuant to Article XXI A, 
subdivision (e), of the California constitution; and iii) an 
assessment of each district created by any redistricting statute 
passed in accordance with Article XXI A of the California 
Constitution including, with regard to each district, the names 
of then-current legislators and/or congresspersons who reside in 
said district, the identity of each city, county and census 
tract, or portion thereof, contained in each said district, the 




provided by the United stat.s Bureau of the Census and the number 
of registered voters, separately stated by political party or 
independent status, in each such district. One of the purposes 
of said report shall be to provide information on the 
redistricting process and statutes resulting therefrom so as to 
be available to the electorate when considering any referendum on 
a redistricting statute as provided by the California 




SECTION 19. Government Cod. section 89tO.5 i. added to read as 
tollows: 
8940.5. The Joint Legislativ. Ethics Committ •• shall mate 
available tor public inspection and copying at cost all reports 
tiled by legislators in accordance with section 8923.1 hereot 
concerning gifts, honoraria and travel expense. received and, no 
later than 60 days after each calendar quarter, the committee 





SECTION 20. Government Code section 8944 i ... ended to read as 
follows: 
8944. Ca) Any person may file a statement alleqinq a 
violation of Article 2 (commencinq with section 8920) with the 
committee. 
(b) To constitute a valid complaint, the statement shall 
satisty allot the followinq requirements: 
(1) It shall be in writinq. 
(2) It shall state the name of the Member of the 
Leqislature alleged to have committed a violation. 
(3) It shall set forth allegations which, if true, 
would constitute a violation of Article 2 (commencinq with 
Section 8920). These allegations shall be stated with sufficient 
clarity and detail to enable the committee to make a 
determination pursuant to section 8945. 
(4) It shall be signed by the complainant under 
penalty of perjury. 
(5) It shall include a statement that the facts are 
true of the complainant's own knowledge or that the complainant 
believes them to be true. 
(c) As used in this article, the term IIcomplaintll means a 
valid complaint as specified in subdivision (b). 
(d) If a complaint is filed with the committee, the 
committee shall promptly within ten days of filing send a copy of 
the complaint to' the Member of the Leqislature alleged to have' 
committed the violation complained of, who shall thereafter be 
designated as the respondent, and the committee may shall send a 
copy of the complaint to the house in which the respondent 
serves, the Attorney General, the Fair Political Practices 
commission, and the district attorney of the county in which the 
alleged violation occurred. 
Ce) No complaint may be filed with the committee after the 
expiration of 12 months from the date upon which the complainant 




SECTION 21. Government Code section 8945 is amended to read as 
follows: 
8945. (a) If the committee determines tbat the complaint 
does not allege facts, directly or upon information and belief, 
sUfficient to constitute a violation of any of the provisions of 
Article 2 (commencing with section 8920), it shall dismiss the 
complaint and notify the complainant and respondent thereof. ~ 
the aommittee has sent a GOpy of the Go.plaint to any other 
person or entity speaifie4 in s~b4ivisioD(4) of Qeation 8944, 
~~he committee shall also notify that person or entity each 
person or entity sent a copy of the complaint as specified in 
section 8944(d) hereof of its determination under this 
subdivision. 
Cb) If the committee determines that the complaint does 
allege facts, directly or upon information and belief, sufficient 
to constitute a violation of any of the provisions of Article 2 
(commencing with section 8920), the committee shall promptly 
investigate the alleged violation and, if after the preliminary 
investigation, the committee finds that probable cause exists for 
believing the allegations of the complaint, it shall fix a time 
for a public hearing in the matter, which shall be not more than 
30 days after the finding. If, after the preliminary 
investigation, the committee finds that probable cause does not 
exist for believing the allegations of the complaint, the 
committee shall dismiss the complaint. In either event the 
committee shall notify the complainant and respondent of its 
determination. 
(c) If a result of an investigation initiated pursuant to 
subdivision Cb) of section 8943, determines that probable cause 
exists for believing that a Member of the Legislature has 
violated any of the provisions of Article 2 (commencing with 
section 8920), the committee shall fix a time for a public 
hearing in the matter, which shall be not more than 30 days after 
the determination. 
(d) The committee shall make its determination under 
subdivision Ca) or Cb) not later than 90 days after f.irst 
receiving a complaint which contains all of the information 
required by section 8944. The committee may, however, seek an 
extension, not to exceed 90 days, which may be granted by a 
majority vote of the membership of each house. If the committee 
bas requested a law enforcement agency to investigate the 
complaint, the time limits set forth in this SUbdivision shall be 
tolled for 60 days. ~!f the committee knows has been 
informed in writing by a law enforcement agency that the 
complaint is being investigated by a law enforoe.ent aqenoy it, 
the time limits set forth in this subdivision shall be tolled 




Practices commission is not a law enforcement agepcy within the 
meaning of this subdivision. 
(e) The committee's determination under subdivision lAiL 
(b) or (c) shall be stated in writing, with reasons given 
therefor, and shall be provided to the house in which the 
respondent serves, the Attorney General, the Fair political 
Practices commission, and the district attorney of the county in 
which the alleged violation occurred. The written determination 
provided pursuant to this subdivision is a public record and open 
to public inspection. 
(f) Any deliberations of the committee from the time of 
receipt of a complaint until it decides to dismiss the complaint 
or to set a hearing shall not be open to the public unless the 
respondent requests a public meeting. 
1ql The disposition of every complaint received by the 
committee shall be summarized and included in the annual report 




SECTION 22. Government Code section 8955 is amended to read as 
follows: 
8955. 1Al The committee may render advisory opinions to 
Members of the Legislature with respect to the provisions of 
Article 2 (commencing with section 8920) and their application 
and construction. The committee may secure an opinion from the 
Legislative Counsel tor this purpose or issue its own opinion~+ 
1Rl The committee shall publish in the Journal any advisory 
opinion issued to a member and make copies ot any said opinion 




SECTION 23. Government Code 9002 i. repe.led. 
At the ge.eral eleotio. ia every fourth year after ~908 a 
Se.ator .hall be eleoted ia eao~ odd-aumbered .e.atorial 
di.triot. At the ge.eral eleotioa ia every fourt~ year after 




SECTION 24. Government Code section 9002 is added to read as 
follows: 
9002. Elections shall be held for all Senate seats in the 
second, sixth and tenth years followinq the year in which the 




SECTION 25. Government Code section 85401 is added to read as 
follows: 
85401. (a) Notwithstanding section 85400, no member of the 
Legislature shall accept any gift or honorarium, directly or 
indirectly, from any single source that employs, or is an 
officer, director, employee or agent of an organization that 
employs, a lobbyist or lobbyinq firm for the purpose of 
influencing legislative or administrative action. A payment or 
reimbursement for actual travel expenses and reasonable 
subsistence directly in connection with a speech, article or 
published work shall not be subject to this limitation. 





SECTION 26. Government Code section 87211 is added to read as 
follows: 
87211. Notwithstanding the exclusions contained in sections 
85400 and 85401 hereof, the statement of a member of the 
Legislature described in sections 87202, 87203 and 87204 shall 
contain the name, address and a general description of the 
business activity, if any, of each source of any payment, 
including any reimbursement, for travel expenses and sUbsistence 
in connection with any speech, article or published work, and for 
each such payment, a qeneral description of the speech, article 
or published work for which the payment was received, the amount 
and date of each such payment, and the destination or 
destinations of all such travel. The provisions of section 81012 





SECTION 27. Government Code section 8740' is added to read as 
follows: 
8740'_ Ca> No former member of the Legislature, for twelve 
months after leaving office, shall for compensation act as an 
agent or attorney for, or otherwise represent, any other person 
before the Legislature or any member or employee thereof, or 
before any other state agency within the meaning of section 82049 
hereof or any employee thereof, by making any formal or informal 
appearance, or by making any written or oral communication with 
the intent to influence legislative or administrative action 
within the meaning of section 82002 hereof. 
(b) The prohibition contained in subdivision Ca) of this 
section shall not apply to any member of the Legislature whose 
term of office or employment concludes prior to the effective 
date of this initiative. 
(c> The prohibition contained in subdivision (a) on this 
section shall not prevent a former member of the Legislature from 
receiving payments or reimbursements for travel expenses or 
subsistence directly in connection with making or providing a 
statement which is based on the former member's own special 
knowledge in a particular area that is the subject of the 
statement. 






If any provision of this initiative, or the application of 
any such provision to any person or circumstance, is held _ 
invalid, the remainder of this initiative, or the application of 
any such provision to other persons or circumstances, to the 
extent that it reasonably can be qiven effect, shall not be 
affected thereby, and to this end the provisions of this 
initiative are severable. 
37 paqes 
7/31/89 
JOHN K. VAN DE lUMP 
Allorney General 
Slale 0/ California 
DEPA.RTMENT OF JUSTICE 
August 2, 1989 
Gary J. Flynn 
1120 Nye Street, Ste. 330 
San Rafael, CA 94901 
Dear Mr. Flynn: 
Initiative Title and Summary 
Subject: LEGISLATURE. ETHICS. REAPPORTIONMENT. 
INITIATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT 
AND STATUTE. 
Our File No. SA 89 RF 0018 
1515 K STREET, SUITE 511 




Pursuant to your request, we have prepared the attached title and 
summary of the chief purposes and points of the above-identified 
proposed initiative. A copy of our letter to the Secretary of 
State, as required by Elections Code sections 3503 and 3513, our 
declaration of mailing, and the text of your proposal that was 
considered is attached. 
The Secretary of State will be sending you shortly a copy of the 
circulating and filing schedule for your proposal that will be 
issued by that office. 
please send us a copy of the petition after you have it printed. 
This copy is not for our review or approval, but to supplement 
our file in this matter. 
Very truly yours, 
JOHN K. VAN DE RAMP 
Attorney ~eneral 
.rtr~~~,~St ~.G.. 




DECLARATION OF MAILING 
The undersigned Declarant states as follows: 
I am over the age of 18 years and not a proponent of 
the within matter; my place of employment and business address is 
1515 K Street, Suite 511, Sacramento, California 95814. 
On the date shown below, I mailed a copy or copies of 
the attached letter to the proponents, by placing a true copy 
thereof in an envelope addressed to the proponents named below at 
the addresses indicated, and by sealing and depositing said 
envelope or envelopes in the United States mail at Sacramento, 
California, with postage prepaid. There is delivery service by 
United States mail at each of the places so addressed, or there 
is regular communication by mail between the place of mailing and 
each of the places so addressed. 
Date of Mailing: August 2, 1989 
Initiative Title and Summary 
Subject: LEGISLATURE. ETHICS. REAPPORTIONMENT. 
INITIATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT 
AND STATUTE. . 
Our File No. SA 89 RF 0018 
Name of Proponent and Address: 
Gary J. Flynn 
1120 Nye Street, Ste. 330 
San Rafael, CA 94901 
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing 
is true and correct. 
1989. 
Executed at Sacramento, California, on: August 2, 
CHARLENE MCDANIEL 
Declarant 
OfficI' Ilf tht' Sl'l'rt'tary of Statl' 
'larch FOlIg Ell 
January 17, 1990 
Mr. Darryl White 
Secretary of the Senate 
State Capitol, Room 3044 
Sacramento, California 95814 
Dear Mr. White: 
12:10 J Stn'd 
Sacrafllt'ntc I. (:.Ilifornia 9.'j·~ I-t 
ELECTIO:\S DIVlSI(}:\ 
191 fi I -t-t.'j-O~20 
Felr HI'anng and Spt'I'eh Irnpalfl·d 
()nk 
I KOO) ·~:):3-"ifi~:3 
Pursuant to Section 3523.1 of the Elections Code as added by SB 
1412 (Chapter 642, statutes of 1980), I am hereby transmitting to 
you two (2) copies of the initiative entitled: LEGISLATURE. 
ETHICS. REAPPORTIONMENT. INITIATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT AND 
STATUTE. This initiative has qualified for the June 5, 1990 
Primary Election. 
Sincerely, 
If:!) __ • L·1 /" 
r ' 1 1).J\lj/' ~j'(r4 % 




OfficI' of the St'!'Tdaf\' of State 
\larch FOIlI!; Ell 
January 17, 1990 
Mr. R. Brian Kidney 
Office of the Chief Clerk 
state Capitol, Room 3196 
Sacramento, California 95814 
Dear Mr. Kidney: 
12:10 J Strp!'t 
Sacranlt'ntn. (:alifornia ().=)."i \-1 
ELECTlO\.S DIYISION 
( ~)Ifj) -H.')-o."2!l 
For HI'arill\! .md "';pet'l"h Irnpalwd 
( )11 Iv: 
( ~()O) ,'-):3:)- Vi.":") 
Pursuant to Section 3523.1 of the Elections Code as added by SB 
1412 (Chapter 642, statutes of 1980), I am hereby transmitting to 
you two (2) copies of the initiative entitled: :EGISLATURE. 
ETHICS. REAPPORTIONMENT. INITIATIVE CONSTITUTIO~'.;L AMENDMENT .\ND 








Offin' of tilt' St'l'Tt'tary of Statl' 
'larch FOllg Ell 
January 17, 1990 
Gary J. Flynn 
Sacramt'llto. (: .. li/'ornia t),)~ I·t 
1120 Nye street, suite 330 
San Rafael, California 94901 
Dear Mr. Flynn: 
ELECTlO'S DI\'ISIO' 
91 Ii! H,')-OH20 
For Ht'aring and Spt't'ch Impaired 
( )nh: 
'lOO) ,'n3-,'!fiH:3 
Pursuant to Section 3523 of the Elections Code, I hereby 
certify that on January 17, 1990 the certificates received from 
the County Clerks or Registrars of Voters by the Secretary of 
State established that the initiative LEGISLATURE. ETHICS. 
REAPPORTIONMENT. INITIATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT AND 
STATUTE., has been signed by the requisite number of qualified 
electors needed to declare the petition sufficient. The 
LEGISLATURE. ETHICS. REAPPORTIONMENT. INITIATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL 
AI'1ENDMENT AND STATUTE. is, therefore, qualified for the June 5, 
1990 Primary Election. 
S':"ncerely, 




Secretary of State March Fong Eu 
1230 J Street, Sacramento, CA 95814 
For Immediate Release 
January 18, 1990 
(916) 445-6375 
Contact: Melissa Warren 
REAPPORTIONMENT MEASURE MAKES THE BALLOT, REPORTS EU 
SACRAMENTO - The first of nine attempted initiatives dealing with the 
issue of reapportionment of legislative and Congressional districts has quali-
fied to appear on the June primary election ballot, Secretary of State March 
Fong Eu announced today (Jan. 18). It is the fourth measure to reach that bal-
lot via the initiative process. 
Proponent Gary Flynn of San Rafael submitted 976,135 signatures to county 
elections officials in his effort to qualify the measure, titled "Legislature. 
Ethics. Reapportionment." Statewide random sample reports indicate that 700,607 
of the signatures are deemed valid, well in excess of the 655,034 (110% of the 
requisite 595,485) needed to qualify by that method. 
The initiative would "amend state constitutional provisions governing redis-
tricting procedures and criteria for Senate, Assembly. and Congressional 
offices," and such new plans would "require 2/3 vote of each house (and) 
approval by voters." It would further "reschedule elections for all senatorial 
offices to (the) second, sixth (and) tenth years following (the) national 
census", create a "Joint Legislative Ethics Committee, direct (the) Legislature 
(to) establish ethical standards", and "amend and add statutes to: prohibit 
participation in legislation when legislator has (a) personal intere~t; require 
legislators (to) report gifts,. honoraria of $50 or more; and prohibit lobbying 
by former legislators for one year." 
(over) 
EU - p. 2 
Five of the nine reapportionment measures have failed to qualify; two remain 
in circulation for the Nov. general election ballot; and one, sponsored by Tom 
Huening of San Mateo, is currently in the random sample verification process, 
results of which should be known early next week. 
Certification of this initiative brings the total number of measures on June's 




August. 14, 1989 
NEWS MEMO 
There have been a few editorial co:rrect::ions to the text of the FLegjslature. 
Eth:ks~"R~~;;nt'i initiative proposed by Gary Flynn (originally titled 
_...-----_ .... 
and sUmmarized on July 18) which change his circulation schedule. Proponent 
Flynn's new title and summary date is Aug. 2, and his 595,485 signatures are 
OO~ due January 2, 1990. A copy of the new circulation calendar, title and sum-
mary and letter from Gary Flynn to the attorney general's office (explaining the 
"minor technical. changes" made to his measure) is attached. We see no need to 
provjde copies of the entire new text, which js 37 pages long, unl.ess you so 
request. 




473 LEGIS ETHICS FILED PET. 50S REC'DRANDOM CO TO MAIL REC'D CERT 01/07191 
W/COUNTY RAW CT NOTICE CERT TO SOS FR. CO. 06:11:41 
1. ALAMEDA 12/8 11/9 6/4 12/19 1/11 
2. ALPINE 12/11 11/1 12/21 1/15 REQUIRED: 
3. AMADOR 12/11 11/14 12/18 1/10 372,178 
4. BUTTE 11/17 11/16 6/4 12/18 1/10 
5. CALAVERAS 12/11 11/2 6/4 12/18 1/10 95% 
6. COLUSA 11/11 11/13 6/4 12/18 1/10 357,570 
7. CONTRA COSTA 12/14 12/11 6/11 
8. DEL NORTE 12/11 10/30 12/21 1/15 110% 
9. EL DORADO 11/17 11/14 6/11 12/18 1/10 409,396 
10. FRESNO 12/1 11/22 6/4 12/21 1/15 
11. GLENN 12/11 10/30 6/4 
12. HUMBOLDT 12/11 11/15 6/4 12/18 1/10 CURRENT STATUS 
13. IMPERIAL 12/11 10/27 6/5 12/21 12/26 
14. INYO 11/17 11/16 6/4 12/19 1/11 611,263 
15. KERN 11/17 11/17 6/4 12/21 1/15 164.2% 
16. KINGS 11/17 11/17 6/4 OF REQUIRED 
17. LAKE 12/11 12/6 6/4 12/18 1/10 90.5% 
18. LASSEN 12/11 10/30 6/4 12/18 1/10 OF RAW 
19. LOS ANGELES 11/27 11/20 12/18 1/10 
20. MADERA 12/11 11/13 6/4 12/18 12/26 
21. MARIN 12/11 11/16 6/5 12/19 12/21 
22. MARIPOSA 12/11 10/19 12/18 1/10 
23. MENDOCINO 12/11 11/6 6/5 12/19 1/11 
24. MERCED 11/17 11/14 6/4 12/18 1/10 
25. MODOC 12/11 10/19 6/4 12/22 1/15 
26. MONO 12/11 12/8 6/4 12/22 1/15 
27. MONTEREY 11/17 11/13 6/4 12/19 1/11 
28. NAPA 12/11 11/6 6/4 12/18 1/10 
29. NEVADA 12/5 12/4 6/4 12/16 12/18 
30. ORANGE 11/17 11/16 12/18 1/10 
31. PLACER 11/17 11/20 12/20 12/21 
32. PLUMAS 12/11 10/27 12/21 12/28 
33. RIVERSIDE 12/13 11/6 12/3 12/21 
34. SACRAMENTO 12/11 11/9 6/2 12/21 1/14 
35. SAN BEN ITO 12/11 10/31 6/4 12/21 1/14 
36. SAN BERNARDINO 11/17 11/14 6/4 12/18 1/10 
37. SAN DIEGO 12/11 11/2 6/4 12/18 1/10 
38. SAN FRANCISCO 12/13 12/8 6/4 12/18 1/10 
39. SAN JOAQUIN 11/17 11/20 6/4 12/3 12/22 
40. SAN LUIS OBISPO 12/11 11/7 12/5 12/27 
41. SAN MATEO 12/11 11/9 6/4 
42. SANTA BARBARA 12/11 11/14 6/7 
43. SANTA CLARA 11/17 11/14 6/4 
44. SANTA CRUZ 12/14 11/12 6/4 12/26 1/17 
45. SHASTA 12/11 11/15 6/5 12/18 1/10 
46. SIERRA 12/11 10/24 12/21 1/14 
47. SISKIYOU 11/17 11/14 6/5 12/18 1/10 
48. SOLANO 12/11 11/9 6/4 12/18 1/10 
49. SONOMA 12/18 12/8 6/4 12/22 1/16 
50. STANISLAUS 12/11 11/28 12/18 1/10 
51. SUTTER 11/17 11/16 6/4 12/18 1/10 
52. TEHAMA 12/11 11/9 6/4 12/18 1/10 
53. TRINITY 12/11 10/30 6/4 12/18 1/10 
54. TULARE 11/17 11/17 6/4 12/26 1/17 
55. TUOLUMNE 12/11 10/19 6/4 
56. VENTURA 11/27 11/20 6/5 12/22 1/16 
57. YOLO 11/17 11/15 12/18 1/10 
58. YUBA 5/31 6/8 12/18 1/10 














7. CONTRA COSTA 
8. DEL NORTE 




CURRENT STATUS 13. IMPERIAL 
14. INYO 
611,263 15. KERN 
164.2% 16. KINGS 
OF REQUIRED 17. LAKE 
90.5% 18. LASSEN 
















35. SAN BEN ITO 
36. SAN BERNARDINO 
37. SAN DIEGO 
38. SAN FRANCISCO 
39. SAN JOAQUIN 
40. SAN JOAQUIN 
41. SAN MATEO 
42. SANTA BARBARA 
43. SANTA CLARA 


































































































































































































NOT SUFF. DUP. DUP. PROJECTED 
325 0 17,940 
o 0 0 
42 5 179 
96 4 1,927 
109 12 284 
































































































































































taie of California 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE 
January 17, 1990 
TO: All County Clerks/Registrar of voters (90006) 
'----' 
Pursuant to section 3523 of the Elections Code, I hereby certify that on 
January 17, 1990, the certificates received from the County Clerks or 
Registrars of Voters by the secretary of state established that the 
Initiative Constitutional Amendment and statute, LEGISLATURE. ETHICS. 
REAPPORTIONMENT, has been signed by the requisite number of qualified 
electors needed to declare the petition sufficient. The LEGISLATURE. 
ETHICS. REAPPORTIONMENT. INITIATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT AND STATUTE. 
is therefore, qualified for the June 5, 1990 Primary Election. 
LEGISLATURE. ETHICS. REAPPORTIONMENT. INITIATIVE CONSTITU-
TIONAL AMENDMENT AND STATUTE. Amends state constitutional 
provisions governing redistricting procedures and criteria 
for Senate, Assembly and congressional offices. Redistrict-
ing plan requires two-thirds vote of each house, approval by 
voters. Reschedules elections for all senatorial offices to 
second, sixth, tenth years following national census. 
Amends constitution to create Joint Legislative Ethics 
committee, directs Legislature establish ethical standards. 
Amends and adds statutes to: prohibit participation in 
legislation when legislator has personal interest; require 
legislators report gifts, honoraria of $50 or more; prohibit 
receipt of gifts from sources employing lobbyists; prohibit 
lobbying by former legislators for one year. Summary of 
estimate by Legislative Analyst and Director of Finance of 
fiscal impact on state and local governments: The limit on 
legislative spending for reapportionment could reduce state 
costs by several millions of dollars each decade; such 
savings could be all or partially offset by the increased 
state costs of submitting reapportionment measures to the 
voters and the costs of possible subsequent reapportionment 
by the courts. The net impact on state finances is unknown. 
The costs of implementing the requirements for legislative 
ethics are also unknown. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I hereunto 
set my hand and affix the 
Great Seal of the State of 
California this 17th day of 
January, 1990. 
MARCH FONG EU 
Secretary of state 
INITIATIVE CHECI LIST 
Phone Notification from AG - Date/Time: ) 1:00 - J'/z-lr9' 
Title of Initiative: LE(jJk5/ ZJ-rVr<e:=. E-t-h Ic.e/ k~f"flln-
Type of Initiative: CA 5 ~CA and 5 ~ 
Number of Pages 01 Number of Proponents __ 1 __ 











de] / Oz.-/ J /:~{) 0551 informs Deborah/David/Barbara/Caren 
~ and Don day and time initative will be 
ready for pick-up. 
dLJ / rJ.z/ 12..."15 0551 gives check list to Word Processing 
~ Technician to prepare calendar. 
del / f/z./ Z .\3) 
I 
Word Processing Technician prepares and 
proofs fraud calendar and log and returns 
both to 0551 • 




~/~"~t: .OSSI gives final calendar and log to 
Elections Analyst. 
Elections Analyst reviews and has 
Elections Chief sign. Elections Analyst 
returns signed calendar to 0551. 
/J1~/~"~OSSI makes copies of initiative calendar 
I for each proponent. 
/tf!2-/4."-1-b 
I 
OSSI attaches copy of Political Reform 
Act of 1974 Requirements to proponent's 
copy of initiative calendar. 
9. c/CJ 0551 prepares Mail/Freight Request Form. 
0551 hand carrys Mail/Freight Request 
form and initiative calendar for each 
proponent (ready for mailing) to Service 
and ~/7 Initiative calendar sent on 
10. del 
Rev. 12/15/87 
~~ to each proponent. 
Da e 
(This must be sent to each proponent same 
day AG prepares Title and Summary). 
0551 advises Assistant Chief when ini-
tiative calendar is sent to proponent(s). 
INITIATIVE CALENDAR CHECK LIST 
Page two 
~~ #/,i ;7'~' 
11. LJQ /6gu::_ .' .... ,' 
I 
0551 distributes copies of initiative 







12. {1tJ /A'if~ L ><1,5'- OSSI distributes copies of initiative 
I calendar to: 
13. 
14. 





On / f/lr:,_? .::5lJ 
7 
17. 
dLl/ fh 9': !)Q 
7 
18. 
19. / / 
Rev. 12/15/87 
v' All CC/ROV 
v " Political Reform (3 copies) 
v- Elections Staff 
--v~,,~ LA Office via LA Pouch -
v 
" J.R. Schultz (12 copies) 
Initiative mailing list 
Extra copies for public 
. distribution 
Master copy 
OSS! advises Assistant Chief of completion 
of above distribution. 
OSSI makes copies of log and distributes 
as follows: 
1. Initiative canvass binder 
2. Vi Daniels - FTB 
3. Archives 
4. Oliver Cox 
S. Initiative Clipboard 
OSS! prepares folder for public 
distribution. 
OSSI prepares index cards for each 
initiative. 
OSSI staples Mail/Freight Request form to 
back of INITIATIVE CHECK LIST. 
OSSI returns completed INITIATIVE CHECK 
LIST to Assistant Chief. 




Mail Submitted to Mail Room 
Time 





D Book Rate 
D Presort 







D Greyhound (Next bus out: Yes 
D Air-Freight 
D Truck Lines 
ACTIVITY: 
D Outreach (Specify: 
-----------------------------------------------------------) 
D County Mailings ("5: 
-----------------------------------------------------) 
D Ballot Pamphlet 
D Other (Specify: _________________ ) 
~tnitiative Calendar to Proponent(s). 




Initial (Service and Supply) 
v 
Office of the Secretary of State Sacramento. California 9581 
"6 March Fang Eu \
ElectiOns Division 
(9\6) 445-0820 
TDD: (800) 833-8683 
• \ 
\
1230 J Street . 4 
," , KS AND PROPONENT(S) r:J I~ 
ERS OR COUNT! CLER , 
TO ALL REGISTRARS OF VOT we transmit herewith a copy 
3513 of the Elections Code, General on a proposed 
Pursuant to section epared by the Attorney 
f the Title and summary pr 
~nitiative Measure entitled: 
-e 





Minimum number of signatures required •••••• ••••••••••••••• , . 
Cal. Const., Art. II, Sec. 8(b). . ~, J'J'~~t'~ 
Official Summary Date •••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ) r .... 
Elec. C., Sec. 3513. 
b. Last day Proponent can circulate and file with 
the county. All Sections are to be filed at 
the same time within each 
, /. 
---ftJ' __ 'd Ava/,y ../1; 
coun t y. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • t:::::e::J(IJ -fJ ".. / • 
Elec. C., Secs. 3513, 3520(a). 
c. Last day for county to determine total number .~ 
of signatures affixed to petition and to __ , __ . ~~ ,J{ 
transmit total to the Secretary of State ................ I U~t1/rf7 
.)~Proponent(s) files the petition with the county on a date prior to 
~~~~V~, the county has five working days from the filing of the petition 
d termine the total number of signatures affixed to the petition and to 
transmit the total to the Secretary of State.) Elec. C., Sec. 3520(b) •. 
* Date adjusted for official deadline which falls on (Saturday.) '-~\fAQay ) c.a 
holiday.) Elee. C., Sec. 60. 
+ PLEASE NOTE: To the Proponent who may wish to qualify for the ( 
.) The law allows approximately 85 days for county election 
officials to check and report petition signatures and transmit results. 
The law also requires that this process be completed 131 days before the 
election in which the people will vote on the initiative. It is possible 
that the county may not need precisely 85 days. But if you want to be sure 
that this initiative qualifies for the ( ), you should 
file this petition with the county before •• } 
//~ -~-;~ ~' [) ~ 
. ~-~ 
(TITLE) 
(TYPE OF INITIATIVE) 
(DATE) 
Page 2 
d. Secretary of State determines whether the total 
number of signatures filed with all county clerks 
meets the minimum number of required signatures, --r-h. J /'G.laD 
and notifies the counties ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ , 'lli~) II ,,-, . 
7 
e. Last day for county to determine total number of 
qualified voters who signed the petition, and to . 
transmit certificate with a blank copy of the ~,~J~/~2? 
petition to the Secretary of State..................... I I ItJ~) I( /7 
I 
f. 
(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to 
determine the number ~f qualified voters ~~ JJ~J/1~ 
signed the petition on a date other than~,. "'-'/Jr4 
the last day is not later than the fifteenth day 
after the county's receipt of notification.) 
Elec. C., Sec. 3520(d), (e). 
If the signature count is more than (409,395)(655,033) or 
less than (353,569)(565,711), then the Secretary ~f State 
certifies the petition has qualified or failed, 
and notifies the counties. If the signature count 
is between (353,569)(565,711) and (409,395)(655,033) 
inclusive, then the Secretary of State notifies the 
counties using the random sampling technique to I ~ 
determine the validity of all signatures ••••••••••••••• ~LJI1·1 
-- . 7 
g. Last day for county to determine actual number 
of all qualified voters who signed the petition, 
and to transmit certificate with a blank copy of ~ ~7~~/~ 
the petition to the Secretary of State ••••••••.•••••••• !/Dill Jr~ 7U 
(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to 
determine the number of qualified voters who have 
si he petition on a date other than 
Z- ., the last day is not later than the 
h. 
t i ieth working day after county's receipt of 
notifica tion. ) 
Elec. C., Sec. 3521(b), (c). 
Secretary of State certifies whether the petition has 
been signed by the number of qualified voters required r::~ 
to declare the petition sufficient •••••••••••••••••••••• r-I'/'i 
) 
**Date varies based on receipt of county certification. 
12/10/87 
(TITLE) 
(TYPE OF INITIATIVE) 
(DATE) 
Page 3 
4. The proponent(~ of the above named measure (iS~: 
-(NaM!) ~Y,/ .J. r="yt1() 
_ ( A DI)l~ggg ) 
(eITY, stATE ZIP CODE5 
... .-(PIlOK!) .. 
Sincerely, 
DEBORAH SEILER 
Assistant to the Secretary of State 
Elections and Political Reform 
NOTE TO PROPONENT(S): Your attention is directed to Elections Code 
Sections 41, 44, 3501, 3507, 3508, 3516, 3517, and 3519 for appropriate 
format and type considerations in printing, typing, and otherwise preparing 
your initiative petition for circulation and signatures. Your attention 
is further directed to the campaign disclosure requirements of the 
Political Reform Act of 1974, Government Code Section 81000 et seq. 
Attachment: POLITICAL REFORM ACT OF 1974 REQUIREMENTS 
12/10/87 
